[The production and coexistence of neurotransmitters in the neurons of the rat's locus coeruleus].
The production and coexistence of neurotransmitters in the locus coeruleus is reviewed. Immunocytochemical and in situ hybridization evidence demonstrated that the LC consists mainly of a single cell population that is producing GABA and 5-HT in addition to noradrenaline (NA) simultaneously in single neurons. The coexistence of GABA, 5-HT and NA in single LC neurons was proved by identifying the same neurons in adjacent sections alternately immunostained by different antisera. In situ hybridization detected the signals of glutamic acid decarboxylase mRNA and tryptophan hydroxylase mRNA indicating the presence of GABA/GAD system and the ability to produce 5-HT in many LC neurons. Neuroanatomical studies strongly suggest that a single NA cell population produces multiple transmitters so that the LC can play a role in mechanism controlling the human's adaptation to environmental changes. The present author introduces three different recent works concerning the LC. Caffé concluded that the concept of a NA-ergic cell population in all mammals is questionable. In similar cases to the domestic pig's LC, acetylcholinesterase activity, muscarinic and nicotinic receptor proteins should be checked. Tohyama et al. examined various receptor proteins in the LC and found localization of GAGAA, glutamate and glycine receptors. Maeda et al. reported that doaminergic neurons in the hypothalamus play a powerful role in mechanisms controlling the activity of NA-ergic neurons in the LC. Senile dementia of Alzheimer type causes marked atrophy and cell loss in the LC as well as the frontal lobe of the cerebrum. Molecular biology of the cell has been devoted to clarify the pathology of this fatal disease.